
Our Team: High Touch and Client-Centric
Field Services’ skilled, responsive team is committed to continued innovation and service excellence, and is 
the foundation of our ongoing success. Our day-to-day focus on quality performance is why clients turn to us to 

protect against exposure to risk.

ICC ASSESSMENT

The current backlog of properties in FHA Conveyance process increases servicers’ risk and cost on a 
daily basis. Lowering our clients’ exposure to risk is the driving force behind the development of our 
latest solution. 

This is how it works:  

Our solutions include:

 Î ICC Assessment

Provides chronology report with recommendations 
to cure. Additional solutions available based on your 
portfolio needs.

 Î ICC Support Services

Provides cure solutions for HOA, property registration 
and utilities. 

 Î ICC Property Condition Remediation

Perform necessary preservation on the property to 
meet conveyance requirements resulting in fewer title 
issues.  
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Our Difference: The Right Team, The Right Approach
At Assurant Mortgage Solutions we believe anything is possible with the right team. The right 
team can lead you to victory, regardless of what is at stake. Assurant Mortgage Solutions has 
the right lineup to help you succeed. Our comprehensive suite of mortgage solutions proactively 
manages risk, from origination to disposition, giving you the simplicity and stability of a single 
source vendor. We deliver real results, with a proven track record of success, so you can make 
the game-winning play, every time.

CONTACT US 
www.assurantmortgagesolutions.com

Email: sales.fieldservices@assurant.com
Phone: 800.468.1743


